Ključne besede: harmoničnost, glasbena in likovna umetniška dela, slovenski in finski študenti Izvleček Glasbena in likovna dela lahko vsebujejo enake elemente in principe oblikovanja. Od njih je odvisna osebna apreciacija umetniških del. Izsledki empirične raziskave o tem, kako slovenski in finski študenti razrednega pouka doživljajo obe umetniški področji in se nanju odzivajo, kažejo na nekatere razlike v povezovanju štirih glasbenih in likovnih umetniških del glede na kulturno okolje študentov. Music and visual artworks can contain same elements and principles of design. These elements influence the personal appreciation of artworks. The results of empirical investigation into the experiences and reactions of Slovene and Finnish students of elementary education in both fields of art show some differences in connecting four musical and visual artworks in accordance with the cultural environment of the students.
pleasure.
1 Even Hegel, in his discussions about art contents, mentioned the concept of expressiveness or the relation between the interior and exterior. 2 In artworks one can respond cognitive or non-cognitive. How do we judge a work of art, depends on the criteria for evaluating art. The concept of aesthetic evaluation is centered on the sensory characteristics of the object and how they are structured, when they form a detectable form of the object. Savile says that "beauty" is a general term for aesthetic evaluation. A work of art should be beautiful only if it solves a problem in its style and evokes the appropriate response. This response is the feeling of satisfaction that we have, when we realize, that the solution to the problem, which a work of art within the stylistic limitations offers, is simply correct.
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Music and visual arts are nonverbal forms of communication. The first is based on the auditory medium, the other on the visual. For music temporal dimension is important, for visual arts space. Despite these differences we can find between the two forms of art many connections in their multi-dimensional nature. Many famous composers, such as Mendellsohn, Weber, Schönberg, Gershwin were also respected painters; famous painters, such as Kandinsky, Delacroix, Matisse, Klee, were famous instrumentalists. 4 When discussing the music or the visual arts, a part of our vocabulary are the words like style, balance, movement and form. In both types of art we find the same elements as rhythm, pattern, color, line and texture. The agreement between the two arts provide an opportunity for their integration, and even more deepen own creative expression.
The relationship between pitch and color tone already in the history interested artists and natural scientists. We know that color and sound produce vibrations that affect subjective transfers of one medium to the perception of another. This phenomenon is known under the concept of synaesthesia. In the middle of 17 th Century Athanasius Kircher formed a kind of implicit theory about colors as well as light. 5 In the 18 th Century the mathematician and Jesuit Louis-Bertrand Castel recognized a link between the primary colors (red, yellow, blue) and pitches of the ideal major chords. Even Isaac Newton, Goethe and Beethoven were not immune to colors. The latter, for example, associated b-minor tonality with black. The first abstract painter, who liberalized the color, line and shape of objects, was Wassily Kandinsky. He was convinced that he can hear colors, associated by specific instruments. He received associations for many of his works in music experience. This also applies to paintings with titles, Improvisation and Composition.
The process of reverse activity is performed also in the composers. Mussorgsky was inspired by images of Viktor Hartmann (Pictures at an Exhibition). Debussy was inspired, among other works, by works of Velasquez and Botticelli. The attraction between music and paintings was not limited to direct visual and auditory stimuli. Important role in the arts have had a concept of time such as the rhythm and movement.
Paul Klee has found inspiration for his artworks in folk music, jazz, pop and classical music. He wanted to present among colors and the line, also time, movement and rhythm. 6 Along parallels of music and art, there is another important parallel -these are the emotions. Music releases emotions through the hearing, at the art field the emotions are those that provide the opportunity for artistic expression. In combining these two areas or experiencing the music and works of art at the same time one can with one media influence on the perception of increased intensity of other artistic media.
Art is not meant only to itself. It is a part of social life and is intended to balancing the spiritual tendencies and to coordination between individuals with society and nature. 7 The power of artistic works in humans evokes the deepest emotions of the aesthetic dimension. This dimension refers to the process of perception, feeling, organization and thinking about organizing artistic experiences. This dimension results in expressions, which have the some relevance to its recipient. Aesthetic satisfaction is achieved when we react emotionally to the artistic elements and try to understand the artistic forms.
Arts appreciation
The discussion of arts appreciation relates to the nature of our "attention" or "interest" in the arts experience. "Inconsidering arts appreciation we need to interrogate experience and interaction: frames that we left unexamined, may unconsciousness shape our attention, our interest, our judgments".
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Appreciation has been categorized in the fields of philosophy, psychology, and sociology. In other approaches, the appreciation has been investigated through analysis of its cognitive, affective and/or somatic affects.
In the field of philosophy, appreciation has been concerned variously with defining "beauty", identifying the distinctive features of experience, and making judgments of quality about specific works, their performance, and their creators. 9 In this approach have attempted to identify the focus of our attention and judge the quality of art works.
In the psychological views appreciation was examined as perception and cognition in relation to meaning. On the musical field the attention of researchers was focused on identifying measuring individuals' musical attention, and preferences. Barrett cites the following developmental trends of verbal interpretative response to music listening experience:
• Young children are more concerned with describing isolated proprieties of sound with the affective aspects of music; 
• Musically untrained children's and adults' verbal response are primarily concerned with "extra-musical" references with some references to timbre, tempo, and dynamics; and • Children move progressively through stages dominated respectively by:
1. a focus on the materials of music (isolated properties), 2. a focus on expressive properties, and 3. a focus of issues of form and structure.
Sociological approaches examine relations between social, cultural, and psychological factors in appreciation. Studies are oriented to taste, preferences, and practical engagement and use. 10 Art appreciation simply means being able to look at works and form your own opinions. It is recognition of those timeless qualities that characterize all great art. This process works in conjunction with the students' inherent creative and expressive abilities. Artwork can be perceived and analyzed through the senses, but we have to see the entirety of an individual artwork. For visual and musical artwork, the students' attention must be directed towards concrete elements in the structure of the artworks, as well as to perceiving the expressive qualities. These elements impact the whole work and affect the personal reactions and connections to this art form. Students recognize some elements earlier, and some later, never all of them at the same time. So, at the beginning, they have to identify each element extra and after long lasting exercise, they are able to focus their attention to representational, expressive, and formal accounts. They respond to different artistic elements and their organization in different ways.
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Practical experiences of the individual to a specific artistic field and the influence of the environment provide strong individual criteria for the assessment of art objects. Reactions to the new and unknown depend on expectations and are usually negative at first, when the art object is significantly different from our expectations. 12 With active contacts and repeated listening to music or observing works of art in the field of visual arts we achieve a sense of closeness, therefore we find works, we have initially refused, close to us and we start to objectively evaluate and assess their quality.
In present study we examined psychological and sociological (cultural) factors of art appreciation. We have paid special attention to the active reception and creative reactions to works of art that were selected from the presumption that the appreciative abilities are being made up of a broader scope of abilities and characteristics, which include: subtle perception, imagination, associations, memory, emotions, and evaluations in general. It is present in the population of students as well as all other abilities and it develops with education.
Planning and Realization of the Research

Background
The research was based on the fact that people experience the connections between different kinds of art and searching their contacts. Interactions between the arts recipients and the artworks vary from person to person, from the focus of their attention, as well as reactions to the art works and its valuation.
Human thought and actions are different. Environment and the learning process have an influence on them. Individuals have an influence on the groups, and "visa versa", groups influence on the individuals. Interaction and influence are reciprocal.
Every ethnic culture is special and unique. Understanding the unique features of arts requires learning of elements, ideas and beliefs realties to arts. Normative expectations between the arts preferences and the fans of the arts styles in different cultural environments differ. Because environment, economy, and values influence our folk cultural heritage, therefore two distant cultural environments that vary widely in these entities have been selected for our study. These cultures were: Slovenian and Finnish. The Slovenian cultural environment is characterized by contacts to the Slovenian folk music legacy, which is tonal. The majorities of songs are in major tonalities and rhythmically easily shaped. Even in popular music catchy, major melodic is heavily emphasized. The Finnish cultural environment is characterized by the presence of harsh sonority of music. Recipients are well known Sami yoiks "a style of music quite distinct from Western tonal music", 13 but also metal and jazz. The way of visual artistic expression is also significantly different.
Because the evaluation of and responses to artworks are strongly influenced by previous experience and expectations, we tried to examine the impact of cultural identity on the integration of selected music and artworks by testing Slovenian and Finnish students of elementary education, who in their study program include music and visual arts contents, and have the same number of years of study.
Purpose and aims
The purpose of the present cross-cultural study was to perform empirical research for finding out the harmoniousness in connecting the music and visual fine art fields in two different European cultural environments. The emphasis was on the active reception of chosen music excerpts and visual art works and the creative reactions to them. We wanted to know if there exists a difference in connecting selected music and visual artworks according the Slovenian and Finnish cultural environment. Sample 211 students of Elementary education from University of Maribor and University of Lapland were included in the research. 105 (49.8 %) were Slovenian students and 106 (50.2 %) were Finnish students. The students were selected in the two groups according their national environment.
Design and methods
For the research into the simultaneous experience of art and music, we used the descriptive and causal methods of pedagogical research. The research work with the students was performed during their free time, in Lapland in the years 2008 (April) and 2009 (January), in Slovenia in the year 2008 (October). First we talked with the students about the procedure of testing. After then we concentrated on listening to the music excerpts, each approximately a minute and a half long, with closed eyes in an attempt to absorb the sound more thoroughly. We then examined the selected artworks in detail for half a minute. After this was done we began the experiment of experiencing the art and music simultaneously. All the paintings were signed with alphabets (A; B; C; D) and music excerpts were numbered by numbers (1, 2, 3, 4). Each student received a sheet of paper with numbers of music excerpts and alphabets for the selected paintings. Then they listened to each piece in the order we prepared them and at the same time all four good reproductions selected artworks were presented by the help of power point. They were then asked to connect the music that was heard to one of the selected paintings and write down the alphabet of corresponded painting they chose on the line beside the number of music. They listened to the same lent of every composition as on the beginning. The students did not have any problems with completing their tasks. They all carefully listened to the music and observed the paintings. The Chi-Square test was used to check relations between the answers given by students of different national environments.
Designing the research content
Selection of the Artworks
In selecting the art samples we considered facts that dealt with the students of Elementary education included in the sample for research, which had in their study program music and visual art subjects. We chose works created using different art languages, contrasting elements, principles, structures, forms, and expressions, which allows different interpretations according recipients point of view. We won't that artistic subjects would have an impact on the results of our study, therefore we decided for absolute music and abstract paintings.
The chosen music was instrumental. Two compositions were composed in the tra-ditional (tonal) musical language, and two of them in a modern (contemporary) style -one of them were of Slovenian composer and one of Finnish. We chose two visual art works with dominated soft and two with hard shapes. In three works there were geometric and in one amorphous contours. As in music, where individual compositions can be connected to specific emotions and nonmusical thoughts, the selected abstract paintings can also awaken different feelings. This is where the two art forms connect beside the use of similar or same elements, principles, structures and forms. On the basis of one's appreciation of music, it is possible to associate the paintings chosen for this research. This fact summarizes the backbone of our research into the simultaneous experience of music and art. Connecting the first piece of music to the paintings revealed a difference between the students from different cultural environments on the level of statistic importance (Table 1 ). The most students in both mentioned categories linked the Mahler's music to the painting C (Circular Forms). The second movement of Mahler's symphony was written using traditional musical language. It has a fast tempo and is rich with colorful instrumentation. 15 The basic musical thought is determined and repeated several times. Music expresses happiness and warmth.
Slovenian students felt a certain kinship to the music because of its use of Austrian folk melodies. The painting Circular Forms, which most students linked with the first piece of music, expresses a harmony of warm colors and soft forms. Delaunay's Circular Forms is, in spite of its softness, clearly profiled and built on traditional principles. Concentric circles, which dominate the painting, are "distributed in sectors as answers to different color-harmonies. An effect of dynamic rotation is achieved." 16 The color scheme, as in music, is arranged using a defined rhythm. Both parts have the construction according to traditional principles, repetition, defined rhythm, clear segmentation, color richness, softness and warmth in common.
Connecting the first piece of music to the painting of Kandinsky Triangles in Arc is according to the frequency of the selection of students behind the first selected painting, only slightly less than 6 %. The painting is built on a complex composition scheme, "which is significant for its architecture of abstract elements. The artist's treasure of forms consists of a fully constructed universe of circles and triangles with winding and straight lines and right angles." 17 The painting displays soft and sharp forms that are dominated by repeated triangles, which give a feeling of sharp points. Contrasts of warm and cold colors can also be seen. The painting has a lot of cold color, which can be connected with melancholy and sadness.
Students who had linked this painting with the music of Mahler, they combined the music and painting primarily on the expressive basis, because both express the resolution and energy. Dominant black color in the painting is not seen as something dark. Both works are clear and have defined rhythm, students did not pay attention to differences in the elements and principles of design.
Those who had selected as a harmonious relationship with the music of Mahler and the painting Circular forms, they responded to both works of art holistically -parts were connected on the basis of elements and principles, the artistic expression was seen in terms of warmth and tenderness and not as resolution and sharpness. A number of entities had been considered in assessing, therefore, assessment was performed at a higher level.
Linking the paintings to the second musical sample (Albinoni/Giazotto: Adagio)
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The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, vol. XI, s.v. "Mahler, Gustav". Results of χ 2 -test (Table 2 ) indicate a lack of statistically significant differences between students of both cultural backgrounds concerning the relationship between sample 2 and four works of art. Like Mahler's music students experienced Albinoni's music in roughly equal numbers in harmony with the painting Circular Forms. Gentle experience of the impressionist painting, with harmony of warm colors and soft forms, gentle melodies, accompanied by warm harmonies, caused that the emotional component was in the forefront of harmony. Point of recipients view in both art works was experiencing warmth. Gentle music affected at a maximum number of students' positive emotions, therefore students did not experience slow tempo and minor tonality as an expression of sadness and darkness. This shows the liberation of color in perception and experience of contemporary artworks.
The Albinoni's music has a slow tempo and is in a minor key, both of which are usually perceived as conveying sadness. Also, the orchestration uses color contrasts between the organ and strings. The strings play freely shaped melodic lines accompanied by contrasting warm harmonies. The melody is composed in a style that is common for classical music.
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Just about a quarter of the students linked the slow tempo and minor tonality in music of Albinoni with strongly emphasized black color and sharp lines of triangles in the painting of Kandinsky Triangles in Arc. They also equated color contrast of strings and the organ with red black contrast in the painting.
Analyses of the results show that the most students in both admired categories reacted to the music, which is emphasized by a melodic melody, on the emotional and associative level. For both of these samples, expression had a strong effect on the student's reaction. In spite of this, color has a strongest influence on the Slovenian pupils. They at most connected Mahler's music to the painting Triangles in Arc.
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Linking the paintings to the third musical sample third movement) 
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The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, vol. I, s.v. "Albinoni, Tomaso Giovanni". Connecting the third piece of music to the paintings revealed no statistically characteristic differences between the two groups of the different cultural environments (Table 3) . Most Finnish and Slovenian students connect music of Sibelius to the painting A (Kandinsky, Red Spot). Sibelius' music is fast and explosive, expressing nervousness, anger and rage. The timbre is dark in tonal color and there are numerous dramatic orchestral effects. Instead of introducing the theme classically as a whole, Sibelius presents his main ideas in fragments, bits and parts of themes, "which gradually coalesce into whole in the middle of the movement. He then disassembles the theme back into the fragments he began with." 20 The painting Red Spot is similarly dominated by cold colors and is made up of partially composed forms mixed with soft abstract shapes. There are no realistic elements. The painting is full of anarchistic romanticism, which makes it impossible to recognize the architectonic constructiveness of the later master masons.
Both mentioned art works are not traditional created. They have dark timbre, dramatic effects, main ideas are in fragments, bits and parts, and express nervousness, anger and rage. The most students reacted to and connected the samples according to the emotional, associative and formally intellectual levels; thus taking into account several common characteristics and similarities between the artworks.
Linking the paintings to the forth musical sample (Osterc: Nonet) Connecting the paintings to the fourth musical sample revealed statistically characteristic differences between the two different cultural environments groups of the students (Table 4 ). The majority linked to the Osterc's music the second painting Tableau II. The painting Tableau II is dominated by sharp and regular forms using primary colors separated with black. Even though the painting is lacking a central subject, it gives a feeling of order. The painting looks quite dynamic and is a typical example of neoplastic abstraction. The painting has no central subject. The right corner of the painting contains its focal balance. "Nothing is more static than the individual segments of the painting, and nothing is more dynamic than the entire composition."
21 Entire composition is very dynamic with strongly changing rhythms and tempos. It has no tonal center and displays unusually sharp timbre combinations and unpredictable texture changes, such as the use of polytonality and unisons. Unusual harmonies and jagged counterpoint are created by composing melodic lines "while at the same time developing a harmony that is nicely hidden under perfected chromatic textures."
22 Lot of the students found the above mentioned painting and music sample unusual and different from the rest.
Despite the first place the links between Osterc's music and Tableau II by Mondrian in both observed groups, on the basis of some other connections, statistically significant differences between the two artworks emerged (Table 4) . Slovenian students assessed in a very large number the harmonious connection between the sample 4 and Tableau II. Finnish students in a much greater extent than Slovenian selected the connection between Osterc's music and the painting Triangles in Arc. The latter connection points to a stronger focus on the perception of experience of the Finnish students and a greater importance in assessing the sharpness of sound, which was associated with a triangular shape in the painting and a small allowance of other elements and principles. They apparently felt music and painting less strange than Slovenian students; their attention mainly attracted sharp color combinations, the presence of energy and a sense of tension and resolution.
Between Osterc's music and the painting Tableau II, there was considerable consistency. Both artworks are designed in a contemporary style, non-traditional principles of construction are used. No tonal center and a central subject are included, sharp changing of color combinations and unisons in music find equivalent in the correct forms, in the primary colors separated by black lines. Despite the static segments both artworks work dynamic.
One may find some parallels even between the Osterc's music and the painting Triangles in Arc. Both artworks are non-traditionally designed and congruent in sharp color contrasts and in dynamic expression. The unusual sharpness of sound in the music sample and the repetition of triangles in the painting give a sense of sharpness, unusual harmony and color combinations, and unusual combinations of textures in music create tension and a sudden feeling of packed energy and sharpness. The painting with red and black contrast and repeated triangular shapes gives a feeling of sharpness and energy.
Conclusion
Even though we experience music and artwork completely on individual levels, there exists a tendency to express specific emotions when experiencing certain elements, principles of design and forms. The more we know about an individual piece of art, and the deeper we absorb ourselves in it, toward a harmony with the artist's attention, the more we can be perceptive and receptive. Although the deepness of appreciation is not possible to measure, our study showed that the cultural environment has an influence on the art appreciation.
We had found that in identifying similarities of some art works exist some differences according to different cultural environment. Statistically significant differences between the identification of harmonious music by Mahler and Osterc with selected artworks can be interpreted by the musical experiences and preferences that are affected by group preferences or the popularity of different music language among Slovenian and Finnish students. Slovenians prefer more melodic, catchy, mild sonorous music. The Finns, however, prefer popular music with a sharper sonority (e.g. metal). Slovenian students live under a different cultural influence and have been in the past in appreciation of artworks focused largely on the perception of catchy tunes and the experience of warmth. They appreciated the avant-garde musical compositions as unusual and sonorous very sharp. The Finnish students largely perceived the works of art as resolution and energy. Due to the familiarity with the sound sharpness they did not find the sonority of atonal music so harsh and unusual.
The students had experienced the most harmoniousness couple of art works and had the least amount of problems in linking music by Sibelius to the Kandinsky's painting Red spot. Both art works have between all chosen art works the most similar elements, and structure and most of students (about 60 %) were able to recognize them and respond to them with similar emotions.
On traditional music students often responded more emotionally than on avantgarde music. There is more often intellectual respond. The Albinoni's music with deep expressive, soft and melodic tune, accompanied by warm contrasting harmonies, in a number of recipients affected on an emotional way of assessing and searching for music and art harmoniousness, because the answers were, with the exception of links to the painting Circular Forms (less than 40%), fairly evenly distributed between the second and third placed connection of artworks. Between the responses of students from different cultural backgrounds, there were no statistically significant differences found.
Hierarchic distinction of the cognitive from the sensory, of the mind from emotion is characteristic for children, who move progressively through stages dominated respectively by: focus on the materials, a focus on expressive properties, and a focus on issues of form and structure. 23 Students were often able to appreciate music holistic, but domination of one or other respond varied from one artwork to another and from one person to another.
It is nothing new that music deepens our experience of visual images. In Scheidegger's words "artistic experiences serve as a link between material welfare and emotional wellbeing".
24 Multi-sensory perception enables a deeper experience and understanding of art, therefore should be played more attention to creating a multidisciplinary approach to teaching fine art, in which the works should be presented using quality reproductions and modern technology, as well as real life interaction.
"Music as "integrative music education" or as part of "poly-aesthetic education" represents a markedly interdisciplinary, cross-aesthetic position, which includes several branches of art",... 25 Arguments for such approach are lot of arrays of facts and skills that are unconnected, fragmented, and disjointed. The integrated curriculum and learning approach promotes holistic education, which offer students and teachers learning experiences "that are intellectually and emotionally stimulating". 26 Bratanić said that "neglecting emotional experiences means "misguiding education". And art is the one that reveals things in a different light and allows that any individual can comprehend the essence of it and has his/her own feelings". 27 For successful arts integration the close collaboration of different teachers is required. For successful work the lifelong programs, which inform teachers about using integrated approaches, and were appropriate structures of support are in place, as well as practical suggestions for program organization, and classroom applications, are needed.
In Europe we live in many nations with different cultural identities. Already on the basis of a small number of selected examples of music and art, to establish harmonious connections between works of art, is demonstrated in our study, that in a united Europe there are cultural differences as an essential element of national identity. Their knowledge, awareness and respect can be an effective bridge to a stronger integration of different cultures and to better understanding and cooperation among nations. 
